3. Rice Museum

HISTORY: Located on the old Canyamelar rice mill, which was in use for most of the 20th
century. It had different owners: the Umbert, Lluch and la Serra families. Rice from Albufera and
other fields arrives here. At the mill, the husk was removed and separated, the rice was cleaned
and whitened. In the museum one may see the machinery that was used, which was effective
and rapid in carrying out these tasks. A second electric motor increased the productivity of the
mill. The techniques used in the mill were similar to those used today in factories selling rice.

PHYSICAL DISABILITY
Car park: Three public spaces reserved for PRM.
Access: Main entrance has no slopes. Access through two doors. The first opens permanently
with free passage of 97 cm. The second has automatic opening and free passage of 107 cm.
Toilets: The toilets are located on the first floor. There is a unisex adapted toilet. Toilet door
opening to the outside with a handle, with 100 cm-wide free passage. In front of and behind the
door there is a space greater than or equal to 150 cm. Within the cabin it is possible to describe
a circle with a diameter of 150 cm. 72 cm-high sink. Toilet access space of 103 cm on the right,
32 cm on the left and 140 cm of front access. 42 cm-high toilet seat. Support bar fixed on the
left and foldable on the right. Left bar 75 cm high. Right bar 65 cm high. Separation between
bars of 68 cm.
Lift: There is a panoramic lift that communicates the ground floor with the third floor.
Staircases: There is a main staircase that joins the ground floor with the third floor.
Exhibition: Aisles with free passage of 120 cm and occasional narrow points of 70 cm. The
exhibition elements have three 80 cm-high hand rails, without bump curbs. Display cases of 80180 cm high.

VISUAL IMPAIRMENT
Exhibition: There are columns that may interfere with the itinerary.

HEARING IMPAIRMENT
Internal mobility: There are information panels in each of the rooms with pictograms or short
texts. With illuminated emergency signals.
Exhibition: Audiovisuals with subtitles.

